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Program Notes
An apotheosis is the highest or best part of something. This Apotheosis by Alan
Keown celebrates the senior recital of the composer’s son Matt and was written expressly for
that purpose. Composed for two identical setups, each consisting of bongos, two toms, bass
drum, brake drum, and three splash cymbals (shared by both players), this medium-advanced
duet is mostly through-composed. It opens with a meter map in a three-bar grouping of 7/8 +
7/8 + 3/8, which some may recognize as the meter from the Yes song, Changes. It touches on
a calmer, softer section and moves through a few metric modulations before culminating with
a bombastic ending. Today’s performance is by Alex Welch and Houston Fleischmann. Alex
will be giving his junior recital tomorrow (Friday, April 19) at 3:10!
The percussionist and composer Matthias Schmidt wrote Ghanaia after a trip to the
country Ghana in North Africa. He was very taken with the rhythmic intensity and hypnotic
complexity of the marimba music he heard there. In this piece he uses melodies and
counterpoint used in Ghanaian music and fuses them with more Western European ideas with
very interesting results. An interesting piece of trivia: Ghanaia was performed by the worldrenowned percussionist Evelyn Glennie on the David Letterman Show in March of 2002.
Today’s performance of the piece is by Anthony Channita.
Concerto for Piano and Percussion Orchestra was written with the virtuoso in mind,
this piano concerto is perfect for the modern ensemble. The first movement exudes an
urgency scored in the rhythms and harmonies throughout, while the second movement,
Elegy, reflects on the memory of my friend Robert Hohner. Robert was the percussion
teacher at Central Michigan University until his death in the year 2000. The final movement
barrels along with spirit and drive, utilizing mixed meter and a full compliment of percussion
to bring you to the breathtaking conclusion. (David Gillingham)
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